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In a digitally dominated world, 
it’s increasingly difficult to get 
attention and provoke action. 
Inboxes are overflowing and 
media feeds are overcrowded.

Savvy brands are turning 
back to physical marketing.

“Analysis showed that campaigns including 
mail were 27% more likely to deliver 
top-ranking sales performance, and 
40% more likely to deliver top-ranking 
acquisition levels, versus campaigns 
without mail.”

Royal Mail MarketReach

Why Tactize?
When you’ve got something important to communicate, you must use a method that will get 

noticed. Tactize puts your message directly in recipients’ hands and makes it impossible to ignore. 

Our existing tactile designs are like ready-made campaigns – all they need is the campaign content, 
which we can help to create. Alternatively, you can pursue the completely bespoke option

for truly tailored tactile marketing.

Mail-merge data capability,
including graphics

The high-impact alternative to e-marketing

Complete design
and content flexibility

Seamless
direct fulfilment



Key features
Complete artwork flexibility
Wide choice of contents
Easy to mail out
Dynamics of a 6pp roll-fold brochure
Secure closure tab
Mini version also available

Specification
Six 15 x 7cm panels
Royal Mail ‘Large Letter’ compatible

T1
Distinctive six-panel wallet/brochure 
designed to hold confectionery or some 
other message-related giveaway.

Key features
Complete artwork flexibility
Range of content options
Easy to mail out
Dynamics of a 6pp roll-fold brochure
Secure closure tab
Mini version also available

Specification
Six 18 x 6cm panels
Royal Mail ‘Letter’ compatible

T2
Six-panel folding wallet featuring a central 
pouch for confectionery or an alternative 
campaign-related insert.

Key features
Complete artwork flexibility
Range of content options
Easy to mail out
Lightweight design

Specification
Two 18 x 6cm sides
Royal Mail ‘Letter’ compatible

T3
A slim pouch suitable for pens, thin 
chocolate bars or other slimline inserts,
with two surfaces for your message.

Key features
Complete artwork flexibility 
Multiple areas for a staged message
Range of content options
Easy to mail out
Secure closure tab

Specification
Two 18 x 10cm sections
Royal Mail ‘Large Letter’ compatible

T4
A substantial envelope wallet with 
generous print areas, suitable for larger 
inserts, including vouchers or gift cards.



Key features
Fully-customisable artwork
Various contents available
Ideal for themed campaigns
Opening tabs also fully editable

Specification
Size 8 x 10 x 4.5cm
Royal Mail ‘Small parcel’ compatible

T7
A unique egg presentation box for Easter 
campaigns, with multiple surfaces for print. 
Suitable for all small eggs, e.g. creme eggs.

Bespoke
Sometimes a campaign or initiative needs a truly 
tailored piece of tactile marketing. That’s when we 
come into our own. Working closely with you, we 
develop the physical item as well as supporting on 
the campaign creative as required.

Whether starting completely from scratch, or 
modifying an existing design, we can create 
and produce your tactile marketing on a rapid 
turnaround to meet campaign deadlines.

Make contact to discuss your campaign objectives –
we love a challenge!

Key features
Complete artwork flexibility
Wide choice of confectionery options
Suitable for direct mail
Perfect for seasonal campaigns

Specification
Two 7 x 9cm sides plus base
Royal Mail ‘Small parcel’ compatible

T5
Appealing sleeved confectionery bag, 
with scope for campaign messaging 
across both sides of the sleeve.

Key features
Complete artwork flexibility
Wide choice of confectionery and other contents
Suitable for direct mail
Perfect for seasonal campaigns
Print on every surface

Specification
Four 5 x 10cm side panels
Four lid tabs
Royal Mail ‘Small parcel’ compatible

T6
Classic upright confectionery box with 
multiple print surfaces, perfectly suited 
to multi-stage messaging.



Personalising marketing to the recipient is known to increase 
engagement by a significant margin. Just as with eshots, you 
can mail merge data specific to the recipient on Tactize items – 
salutation, company name, and more besides.

But you can go one further with Tactize. You can also data 
merge recipient-specific graphics into each item, such as a 
company logo, or a product image specific to that recipient’s 
known preferences. All this is readily achievable – you supply 
the raw data and we sort and format it as required.

Data merge superpower

Campaign creative Content options
We developed Tactize because we’re passionate about helping 
brands to deliver their message, provoke action and generate 
sales leads.

You can create your own content for any Tactize products – we 
supply easy-to-use templates for you to apply your brand artwork 
across every square millimetre. But if you want help to create a 
compelling campaign, our strategising, copywriting and design 
creatives focus on effective brand messaging. Give us a try!

At the heart of the Tactize concept is the idea of giving 
recipients an experience when delivering your message.
A moment they won’t forget. Whether that’s by incorporating 
a sweet treat or including a quirky item that reinforces the 
message, the goal is the same: securing a moment
of undivided attention.

We have access to a vast range of confectionery and 
distinctive items to suit any campaign theme, and we
can also create something unique where relevant.

Delivering your Tactize marketing direct to recipients’ desks 
is straightforward – we take care of the whole process. All we 
require is recipient data in an Excel/CSV format, in order to 
output address labels accordingly.

We have sturdy mail-out boxes or bags for all existing
Tactize items, and we can develop bespoke mailing options
for non-standard items.

Mail-out fulfilment



Harness the power of
tactile marketing for your

next critical communication.
From initial order to complete fulfilment within three weeks.

Mini Case Study:
Peterborough Regional College
Securing pupil intake is essential to the viability of colleges and 
universities. Peterborough College identified a potential drop-off 
point between awarding a place to aspiring students, and the start of 
the academic year. Many students receive offers from more than one 
establishment, and then make their final choice.

To maximise student retention during that period, Peterborough College 
made use of the Tactize T1 to create an engaging Valentine-themed 
campaign. Featuring the simple narrative of ‘You’re going to love it at PRC’, 
the wallet is combined with foil-wrapped chocolate hearts to provide a 
pleasant surprise for the recipients and create a feeling of welcome and 
positivity around what is a big decision for the students concerned. The 
successful campaign has run every February for several years.
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